
Storytelling is the key to inspire the members of your team or to convince them to support an idea. Despite 

knowing its importance, most leaders struggle with how to communicate in a persuasive way and end 

up with boring power point slides and facts.  So how do you inspire and connect your team and other 

stakeholders? The simple answer is storytelling … more importantly, telling a compelling story.

A story can motivate, inspire, change our thinking and, most importantly, rally others to action. Being a 

great storyteller also means being an astute listener, able to read an audience and speak directly to them, 

with confidence, charisma and depth of character. 

Dynamic 
Leadership

Change people’s minds and hearts, and get them to take action 
by tapping into the hidden power of stories for any business setting

Participants will be given a storytelling toolkit to help 

with both the form and content of what makes for a 

great story. The program will use documentary clips, 

movies and short films as the foundation for how to cre-

ate an emotional connection with an audience. Consider-

able attention will be paid to a story’s use and place in a 

business context.

Storytelling 

For Leaders
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This workshop helps managers develop 
their leadership skills through storytelling Training Objectives:

1. Understand what story telling 

is and how it can be leveraged;

2. Apply storytelling to business;

3. Learn the tools and techniques 

of telling purposeful stories.



Introduction
• What communications do you need to create?
• Review of workshop objectives

What is a story?
• How stories differ from other communications
• Why stories are so powerful as communications tools

What can you use stories for?
• Using stories to shift perceptions deeply
• Using stories to persuade and sell more convincingly
• Motivating your audience more strongly

Where can you use stories successfully?
• Stories versus statistics  
(as back up or replacing bare figures)
• Stories as examples to reinforce points
• Stories to improve presentations/arguments
• Stories as framing devices and metaphors
• Stories to bond with your audience

Developing your own stories
• What must a good story have?
• Where to get the best material

Does a story have to be true?
• The truth continuum: where should your story sit?
• Developing your personal story
• Developing stories for your organisation

Story sequencing for building deep trust
• Who am I?
• Why am I here?
• What’s my vision?

Spotting the other story
• Developing story awareness
• Dealing successfully with counter stories

Mini stories/images/metaphors
• Creating concentrated stories to dominate the debate
• Using stories as memory exercises

How to use jokes as miniature stories

Connect, Persuade and Keep Listeners at The Edge of Their Seats
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10 powerful takeaways Training Outline

1. Learn how to tell the 7 stories every effective business leader 

must know

2. Increase your credibility, impact and charisma as a leader

3. Make your messages more memorable and more believable

4. Create engaging stories every time using a simple template

5. Captivate your audience with 6 proven delivery techniques

6. Add variety to your stories with the 5 universal storytelling 

structures

7. Transport your audience into your scene and make them 

glad they’re there

8. Mesmerize your listeners using “picture words”

9. Connect with your audience by telling your own story (or 

your company story) the right way

10. Eliminate your audience’s objections before they voice 

them with a simple objection resolution story

Facts

Material: Class-room training with Active Learning Tools 

Number of participants: 10-12 per session

Participants: People managers, High potentials, Trainers, 

Project Leaders, Executive MBA students

Time required: 2 days

Facilitator: Certified by In Your Hands

Language: Bulgarian


